
Case 
study

Raona is an IT consultancy that was
founded in 2003.  They define themselves
as "technological explorers" and their aim
is to look for the latest solutions and trends
to always be one step ahead. The company
shares its passion for technology without
fear of innovation and wants to carry out
projects that surprise and inspire its
clients.



Hybo Challenge

Raona, given the service it offers, decided to
convert some of its workstations from face-
to-face to hybrid. For a good management
of the spaces, it decided to add a space
booking and management service through
modules. They decided on hybo because of
the possibility of contracting only the
necessary modules and the ease of use of
the application.

Needs
Raona

Booking and management module for
desks and work tables.

For better workspace management given
the new implementation of hybrid
workstations, Raona required the following
modules from Hybo:



Challenge

Add Hybo in Raona's management
tools to make it easy for hybrid
workstations to book their corporate
spaces.

Meeting room booking and
management module.

Parking space booking and
management module.



Requirements
Being able to access the application
from a mobile phone or web browser.

The application should be multilingual
in English and Spanish.

Each user's information will be
available from the profile page.

The parking modules will have
standard functionality and can be
booked according to vehicle and
working day. Users can have one or
more cars in their profile.

Desk and room modules with standard
functionality, applying daily, periodical
or recurring booking.



That users can release a booking,
whether it is a parking, desk or room
booking from the application. The
space remains available for the rest of
the users.

Administrators will have an
administration module where they will
be able to configure the different
modules, offices, areas and parking
spaces, desks, etc.

Solution



After 30 days of testing the Hybo app,
Raona decided to implement it on 24 May
2021. The app is currently used by 100
employees in hybrid mode. In addition to
metrics such as how much space
employees have, Raona can meet health
and safety standards.

1 Desks booking
The booking of desks on the map is
integrated with the link to Outlook. In
addition, the check-in or release in case of
cancellation is carried out.

2 Rooms booking

Room bookings linked to Outlook with
choice of capacity and timetable. In
addition, check-in or release in case of
cancellation.



3 Parkings booking

By means of the vehicles added for each
user, parking can be booked according to
vehicle and working day.



With Hybo we adapt the office to our new needs
in an agile and digital way, being able to book
desks, booking parking spaces, among others,
with just one click, facilitating the day-to-day

work of our employees.
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